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Controllers with new sampling schemes improve motion systems’ 
performance 

High-tech systems often contain very advanced motion systems, for example for the positioning of 
a wafer stage or a print head. The controllers of such systems usually have surprisingly simple 
schedules: they read out sensor values and update actuator command signals at a constant rate, 
for example once every millisecond. This one-size-fits-all approach limits the performance of 
motion systems. For this reason Jurgen van Zundert developed control techniques that can deal 
with more complex sampling schemes for sensor data read-out and actuator command updates. 
Dedicated controllers are designed for these sampling schemes which allow for higher 
performance and lower cost. 

Motion systems are essential in our society, for example in the production technology of 
microelectronics by accurately placing components. The societal demand for new and better 
products spurs increased throughput and accuracy at low cost in these motion systems. Van 
Zundert’s thesis concerns the advancement in the control of these motion systems to address this 
demand.  

Traditionally, embedded control is divided into two separated domains: the controller design and the 
controller implementation in hardware, for example in a microprocessor. This separation leads to a 
sub-optimal trade-off between performance and cost. This thesis contributes to bridging the gap by 
exploiting the full potential of embedded control for the purpose of improving performance and cost 
in motion systems. The focus is on controller design for new sampling schemes. 

Van Zundert developed techniques that allow for non-equidistant sampling schemes that are tuned 
towards their task, but still stick to time-triggered sampling to keep implementation simple. For 
example, in motion-vision applications which position with the aid of a camera, the image analysis 
takes relatively long, while calculating the new control signal takes only a fraction of the controller’s 
time. If the controller can cope with different sampling frequencies for different tasks, calculations 
can be done more efficiently, allowing for a higher accuracy with the same hardware. Van Zundert’s 
sampling schemes take this into account and are thus resource aware.  

By abandoning traditional sampling schemes, a novel resource-aware motion control design 
framework with less restrictive requirements is realized. The novel control designs, covering 
feedforward, learning, and feedback control, enable significant improvements in performance and 
cost compared to traditional approaches. 

The resource-aware motion control design framework is validated on various industrial applications, 
including industrial printing systems and wafer stage setups. The results confirm performance and 
cost improvements in motion systems. The design framework is foreseen to facilitate faster and 
more accurate manufacturing of new products in the near future. 
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